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Welcome

Contents

A warm welcome to the inaugural edition of Preservation & Growth, the investment 
publication of Santiago Investment Advisors. In this document we share our 
current thinking and some of our preferred investment ideas for 2022. We hope you 
find it insightful and we look forward to discussing the content with you.

Neil Osborne & Ronan O’Houlihan 

Kalm Investments Ltd, T/A Santiago Investment Advisors, 
is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
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The Death of 60/40
In a 1952 paper the American economist and Nobel prize winner Harry Markowitz called diversification 
“the only free lunch in finance”. His thinking formed the basis of what became known as Modern 
Portfolio Theory. A key tenet of this theory is the importance of diversification: as investments tend 
to be either high risk and high return or low risk and low return, investors are best served by selecting 
the mix which gives the highest return for a desired level of risk. This spawned the birth of what 
became known as the 60/40 portfolio, shorthand for a strategy advocating a 60% allocation to 
equities and a 40% allocation to bonds.

This combination, the theory showed, offers the best risk-adjusted returns. The 60% allocation 
ensures a satisfactory exposure to the higher returning, more volatile asset class while the 40% 
allocation delivers a more predictable return and one that tends to do well when equities fall, 
ensuring smoother returns for investors. This concept has been at the heart of financial advice for 
over half a century and has delivered the attractive risk-adjusted returns it promised. 

That was then, This is now
We believe that those days are over, for now at least, and view the 60/40 approach as outmoded in 
a world of low to negative bond yields and rising inflation. It worked well when fixed income securities 
offered acceptable returns for low-risk investors, but in this  brave world of negative interest rates, 
the role of bonds as a portfolio ballast is much diminished. The outlook for government bonds 
is further bleakened by the prospect that we are in the midst of a multi-year period of elevated 
inflation. This is not to say we ignore the asset class completely and as many clients will be aware 
we are very keen on emerging market debt and especially Chinese bonds where we are comforted 
by handsome real yields and an adherence to orthodox monetary policies. Deciding whether to 
buy emerging or developed market bonds is only the minor dilemma here, dwarfed by the issue of 
how to think about effective diversification in today’s low-to-no yield environment. 

Diversification is the only free lunch in finance“ ”
HARRY MARKOWITZ

Sorry Harry... but this 
does not work in 2022

 PHILOSOPHY
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Preservation and Growth
When constructing portfolios, rather than thinking in terms of a 60/40 equity and bond split, 
our solution is to define investments as being either preservation or growth strategies. Growth 
strategies are assets that are linked to economic growth and offer the potential for higher real 
returns. Traditionally, they were synonymous with equities but include any asset that is geared to 
economic growth. Preservation assets, as their name suggests, are investments that aim to protect 
portfolios from volatility and recessions and mitigate the risks to growth strategies. Historically 
investors might think of cash and bonds as the sole occupiers of the preservation space and these 
assets have held their own during periods of economic woe. In their role as portfolio diversifiers 
these assets can be seen as robust as opposed to fragile, which you could call equities or property 
during a recession.

We would like to go a step further though and introduce the concept of antifragile assets - these 
are assets that actually strengthen during periods of stress. 

We believe the preservation allocation of every portfolio should include not only robust assets that 
maintain their value during equity corrections, but also include an allocation to antifragile assets, 
investments that gain or strengthen from market stress. The best example we have of an antifragile 
asset in our portfolios is the rather clunkily titled Quadratic Interest Rate Volatility and Inflation Hedge 
ETF. This investment comprises a combination of inflation linked bonds and options on interest rate 
markets and from a portfolio perspective it is very valuable because it is positioned to rise in value 
when market volatility spikes, something that is normally associated with equity market falls, so it 
acts as a true diversifier when we get an increase in market volatility. Our investment in Chinese 
bonds also falls into this category too. A historical analysis of precious metals will evidence the fact 
that they too would fall into this category, though they have not been behaving quite as we would 
have liked of late.

These are some examples of the kind of assets we believe should replace the bond allocation in 
the traditional 60/40 model. We think replacing developed market bonds with antifragile assets 
will deliver better returns whilst providing a better hedge against a collapse in the equity or growth 
portfolio. Given that most growth asset classes are fully valued at this point, we think it is very 
important portfolios are protected from the risk of equity and bond market corrections and we 
hope to add further ideas to our preservation allocation in 2022.
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Cycles Matter
We recognise that many different things drive markets, some drivers are short-term in nature and 
hard to predict while others are easier to predict but change at a slower pace. Deciding what is 
important and when it is important can be difficult which is why we use the framework below as 
part of our investment process. The original idea was developed by David Darst of Morgan Stanley. 
Below is a short primer on how it works for us.

We acknowledge cycles exist 

Cycles are characterised  
by a repeating pattern.

These cycles have stages

Investments perform differently depending on where we are in the cycle.

BOTTOM EARLY-STAGE 
RECOVERY

MID-STAGE BULL 
MARKET

PEAK OF BULL 
MARKET

BEAR MARKET

 PHILOSOPHY

3     We believe there are three drivers of markets 

Fundamentals: includes the underlying earnings and growth outlook for the market, incorporating  
economic variables like inflation and interest rates. 

Valuations: includes an assessment of how the market is valuing companies. This includes an 
analysis of the most reliable long term valuation metrics. 

Technicals: this encompasses all the non-traditional drivers of shares prices, factors like sentiment, 
psychology, and liquidity. These forces can change quickly and tend to be the strongest driver of 
markets at the beginning and end of a cycle.
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         The three drivers exert different influences 
         at different points in the cycle

This is the full framework which includes weightings for each driver during each stage of the cycle. 
This helps us understand what has happened in previous cycles. For example, in the ‘Bottom’ stage 
of the cycle we have ascribed a 10% weighting to Fundamentals, a 10% weighting to Valuations and 
the remaining 80% to Technical factors (largely psychology). Said bluntly, at the bottom nobody 
cares how cheap something is because they are terrified. In this case it is investor psychology that 
is driving the market.

         How does this apply to markets today

The framework suggests that we are in the ‘peak of bull market’ stage of the cycle. This phase of the 
cycle can last for a number of years. In this stage, Valuations in aggregate are stretched but are not 
the main driver of markets. The Fundamental outlook remains supportive and nominal GDP growth 
will likely surprise on the upside. At this point in the cycle, Technical factors are the dominant driver 
and as the TINA (there is no alternative) mentality remains pervasive we are cautiously optimistic 
on equities, though very selective about where we choose to invest, looking always for value.

BOTTOM EARLY-STAGE 
RECOVERY

MID-STAGE 
BULL MARKET

PEAK OF BULL 
MARKET

BEAR 
MARKET
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European Energy
We talk about valuation a lot at Santiago and that’s because we think it matters a lot. It is the 
reason why we are not comfortable buying US indices at these levels (we prefer Europe, Japan, and 
Emerging Markets) and it is also because of valuations that we are even less comfortable buying 
the large US technology names. In today’s market it’s not easy to find pockets of value but we 
believe the European oil sector offers a rare exception. We have been keen on the sector for a while 
now and, despite being the top performing sector last year, we believe the value case remains 
convincing. The European oil majors trade on a multiple of 5.9x next year’s forecast profits versus 
a long-term average of 14x. The oil price remains well supported at these levels, a consequence 
of the fact that supply has decarbonised a lot quicker than demand over the last few years. The 
combination of structural underinvestment in supply and robust demand should underpin very 
strong cash generation amongst the oil majors over the next few years. We estimate that the sector 
will return 10% to shareholders in dividends and buybacks this year, in addition to paying down debt 
and continuing to invest heavily in renewables. The renewable angle represents a large strand of 
our bullish view. We believe the market will increasingly start to recognise the progress being made 
by the European oil majors in reshaping their business models away from their legacy oil and gas 
businesses and towards low-carbon energies.

If we take BP for example, in 5 years the company could have $20 billion of renewable assets and by 
2030 be generating 50GW of renewable power which would make them one of the largest players 
in the renewable space and the consultant Capgemini recently stated that TotalEnergies, BP and 
Shell look set to become renewable energy majors by 2030. We don’t believe the market is giving 
these companies sufficient credit for their transition efforts and if this continues there is a real 
likelihood the companies are split which would unlock value. Either way, we see a very attractive risk 
and reward trade off at these levels. Just to note we prefer Europe because of the energy transition 
story, the US companies may be purer plays on oil prices, but they don’t sit easy with us given their 
efforts to transition are not as meaningful as you would like to see in a world that aims to be net 
carbon neutral by 2050. Energy stocks to outperform technology would be one of our strongest 
views for 2022.

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
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Irish Banks
Irish banks are ignored by most investors (cheap and ignored is a theme that weaves its way 
through much of our preferred ideas this year). Their collapse during the last crisis, and the meagre 
returns European banks have delivered over two decades has scared many investors away. 

In the drawn-out aftermath of the financial crisis Irish banks retrenched, they cleaned up their 
balance sheets, aggressively cut costs, implemented extremely prudent lending policies and now 
look poised to reap the rewards.  Despite recent share price gains, we believe there is a compelling 
opportunity to buy these growing businesses, at deep discounts to their tangible book values, and 
tuck them away for a few years. 

The tailwinds seem to be building, the departure of KBC and Ulster Bank will leave just three 
players in a highly consolidated market which should be positive for margins. The macro picture 
is favourable, Ireland has the youngest population in the EU, Irish GDP is forecast to rise by 5% this 
year which should support decent loan growth and the housing market is extremely buoyant, which 
further strengthens their safe, highly profitable mortgage book.

On a valuation basis, Irish banks trade at about 0.5x their tangible book values whereas European 
peers trade at about 0.8x. With lean cost structures and pricing power, profitability should continue 
to recover over the coming years and the sector’s return on equity (ROE) could rise from current 
levels of about 5% to 10%. If this were to occur the price to tangible book ratio should rise to over 
1x which would see a significant uplift in the bank’s share prices. In addition, it is very likely that 
dividends are meaningfully increased in the coming years, and this is without factoring in any rise 
in interest rates, which would make the outlook even rosier.

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
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Japanese Small & Mid Cap Value
Japanese equities have always suffered from a bit of an image problem, and many investors 
eschew the country entirely, seeing it as a low growth, low return market and something of a 
value trap. While that may have been the case in the past, we believe things are changing and 
we are bullish on Japanese value shares, especially those in the small and mid-cap segment of 
the market. There are two strands to our positive stance, the cheapness of value stocks and the 
secular improvement we are seeing in corporate profitability. While the broader Japanese market 
is not especially cheap, Japanese value shares look very attractive. At current levels we estimate 
they are priced to deliver 8% per annum over the next 10 years, which is significantly higher than 
our forecasts for global equities. Aside from valuation, a very strong profitability story has been 
gathering momentum since Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was re-elected in 2012. Since then, a series of 
reforms have driven something of a corporate governance revolution and Japanese boards have 
been encouraged to deliver a return on equity target of 8% or face being voted out by shareholders. 

This focus on returns together with an increasingly shareholder-friendly environment bodes well for 
long-term investors. In recent years we have seen more generous dividend payouts from Japanese 
companies, a marked increase in corporate activity and  balance sheet deleveraging – Japanese 
companies tend to have very bloated balance sheets, and this is an area that looks ripe for further 
efficiency gains. 

In addition to the valuation and profitability story, as a very cyclical economy, Japan is highly 
geared to global growth and Japanese equities tend to do well in the mid and late stages of the 
cycle, which is consistent with our macro view.

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022
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European Value 
As mentioned earlier we think that US equities are overvalued, and we expect them to 
underperform European equities by about 4-5% per year over the medium term. For 
this reason, we have a strong bias towards European companies. Within Europe 
we believe the greatest upside will come from owning value shares. Value 
investing and growth investing are two different investing styles. Value 
stocks are typically well-established companies that trade below 
their intrinsic value, while growth stocks tend to have much higher 
valuations and more alluring narratives attached to them. Over 
time, value stocks have outperformed growth stocks by about 
3% per annum and this relationship has been evidenced 
across regions for as long as we have share price data. 
This excess return is lumpy however and growth stocks 
go through periods of sustained outperformance. 

One such period has been the last 10 years where 
growth has massively outperformed, led in no 
small part by the runaway performance of the 
technology sector. While long suffering value 
investors will be wary of calling the growth rally 
over, we believe it is and we think that value 
stocks now look outstandingly cheap relative 
to their growth counterparts. Our data 
suggests that value could outperform 
growth by 5% per annum over the next 
10 years. There is an abundance of 
value opportunities in Europe at 
present, especially in the banks, 
industrials, and resources areas 
of the market and we think 
that European value stocks 
should be a core holding for 
balanced investors.

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022
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UK Dividends
The UK market is one of the cheapest developed equity markets and has rich pickings when it 
comes to dividend stocks. In a world of low interest rates and elevated equity valuations we think 
these types of stocks look very attractive for investors seeking lower risk equity exposures. We favour 
companies with wide economic moats, higher dividend cover and less cyclical earnings streams. 
Here is a sample of some UK listed stocks yielding over 3.5%:

2022 Dividend Yield % 

Persimmon     9.10 
Hammerson     8.54 
Imperial Brands   8.52 
BHP      8.17 
British American Tobacco   7.91 
Vodafone     6.57 
Anglo American    6.07 
SSE      5.15 
GlaxoSmithKline    4.98 
National Grid    4.71 
BP                              4.50 
BAE Systems                             4.44 
BT Group           4.38 
Paragon          4.20 
United Utilities         4.01
Kingfisher         4.01
Royal Dutch Shell B         4.00
J Sainsbury      3.98
Lloyds Banking Group   3.95
NatWest Group Plc     3.79
Unilever PLC    3.56

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022
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2021 proved to be something of an annus horribilis for Chinese technology investors and while there 
is no doubting the investment landscape in China has changed over the past 12 months, we see 
significant opportunities in the sector as we enter the Year of the Tiger.

The primary cause of last year’s falls was a regulatory onslaught which took aim at China’s internet 
giants through a wide-ranging series of domestic reforms aimed at reigning the sector in. A range 
of antitrust rules were introduced and applied to e-commerce platforms, social media companies 
and live-streaming services. Behind these moves is a desire by the government to promote hard 
technology, areas such as 5G, semiconductors, batteries, the industrial internet and biotechnologies, 
over the consumer internet companies.

At current prices we think investors should own both, companies promoting hard technology look 
underpinned by government policy while the consumer internet stocks are now at valuations that 
more than compensate for these increased layers of regulation, and lower returns on capital, they 
now face. 

The fact is many of these consumer interest stocks are national champions, they are fantastic 
companies with superb platforms, run by strong management and they continue to generate very 
strong cash flows. As the dust settles and panic selling subsides, we feel this will be appreciated.  
Buying the large tech names at these levels gives investors the chance to be part of China’s future 
growth and we believe investors should stay focused on the long-term investment drivers of that 
growth story and not allow short-term volatility driven by modernising regulations to cloud the 
investment case. 

Though its only two weeks old, Chinese technology shares have begun 2022 in positive fashion, 
bucking the trend of their US counterparts. We see this pattern of outperformance panning out 
further over the remainder of the year as the combination of strong growth, cheap valuations and  
looser policy conditions woo investors back into the sector.

Chinese Technology

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
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Uranium
After more than a decade in the doldrums, there are growing signs that a new uranium bull market 
could be emerging, underpinned by favourable supply and demand dynamics, growing investment 
interest and supportive climate change policies. 

Uranium’s primary use is as fuel in nuclear reactors and its intrinsic value is heavily tied to the 
outlook for the nuclear power industry, which suffered greatly from the Fukushima disaster of 2011. 
This tragedy sparked a wave of anti-nuclear sentiment which saw large scale plant closures in 
Japan, Germany and Italy.  The price of the 92nd element collapsed from around $70 per pound 
in 2011 to a low of $18 in 2017.  At this price most uranium miners were lossmaking, which forced the 
industry to mothball mines and curtail investment in new capacity. Demand has recovered however 
but supply remains constricted, forcing nuclear utilities to draw down their uranium stockpiles to 
bridge the gap.  Given this imbalance, prices rose strongly last year, catalysed by the launch of 
Sprott Uranium Trust, an exchange traded vehicle that buys and holds the metal for investors.  

A further strand to the bullish thesis is the ongoing climate agenda. As the world grapples with 
the challenge of achieving carbon neutrality targets by 2050, it seems increasingly likely that 
carbon-free nuclear power will play a bigger role in the transition away from fossil fuels and recent 
proposals from the European Commission to label nuclear power as green support this view.  The 
recently elected Japanese Prime Minister has a pro-nuclear stance and has stated the importance 
of restarting the country’s nuclear power plants. China, meanwhile, is planning to build at least 150 
new reactors over the next 15 years, which is more than the rest of the world has built in the past 35.  

For these reasons we think the metal may remain in a sweet spot in 2022 and we think the uranium 
mining companies are the best way to play this theme, though it is important to note they are 
volatile. 

INVESTMENT THEMES 2022

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
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The Irish Property Market 
Pandemic policies have 
boosted prices

- Dan McLaughlin

Strong capital appreciation has been a feature of property markets in developed economies for 
some time and the price falls some anticipated from the onset of the pandemic never materialised. 
Indeed, the official response to the pandemic boosted residential markets, with demand supported 
by easier monetary and fiscal policies, while supply was curtailed by the various Lockdowns. Ireland 
was no exception and prices here, as reported by the CSO index, probably rose by around 14% in 
2021 with rents up by some 8%.

Irish house prices have more than doubled since the cycle low in early 2013, albeit still some 6% 
below the previous peak in 2007, but are likely to surpass that level in the coming year. One big 
difference between this and the previous housing boom is the participation of institutional buyers 
and non-bank finance, often foreign, which was largely absent in the noughties; non-household 
buyers have accounted for over 20% of market transactions in each of the past three years, while 
foreign capital is much more willing than Irish banks to fund housing developments. Rental yields 
of 4%-5% look attractive in a world of zero or negative risk- free returns.

The most striking difference in this cycle, however, is the absence of bank credit as a driver of 
housing demand; net mortgage lending in Ireland is rising at an annual 1%, against the 30% pace 
seen in 2006. This in part reflects the much slower rate of house building but the Central Bank’s 
mortgage controls have had a big impact; the average Loan to Income ratio on Irish mortgages is 
the lowest in the EU, at 3.3%, as against 4.4% in 2007. Mortgages are scarce, which has also helped 
to push more would-be buyers into the rental market.

House prices in the past year have also been supported by the Help to Buy Scheme (FTBs can claim 
up to €30,000 in past tax for a deposit) and the stock of household excess savings built up through 
the pandemic is also having a big impact; LTVs are now falling for both FTBs and those trading up. 
Housing supply will probably increase in 2022 (from around 21,000 last year to perhaps 24,000) but 
that will not be sufficient to materially dent the scale of excess demand, fuelled by employment 
and wage growth, so further house price appreciation looks likely absent a significant employment 
shock or a sharp change in the ECB’s monetary policy stance.

Member of the Santiago Investment Advisory Board

IRELAND
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The Irish Economy
Inflation and the ECB 
(non) response

- Dan McLaughlin

A feature of the Irish economy in recent years is the consistent under-estimation of economic 
growth in official and consensus forecasts, reflecting an unfounded belief that Irish exports are 
cyclical rather than driven by significant structural change. The composition of exports is one factor 
– dominated by chemicals, pharma and business and computers services- with outsourcing to 
manufacturers abroad (largely China) another in that structural shift. The impact was again clear 
in 2021, with GDP probably growing by over 15%, fuelled by a similar rise in exports, as against a 
consensus view of around 4% earlier in the year. The underlying domestic economy probably grew 
by around 5%, with consumer spending rising at a similar pace, having fallen by over 10% in 2020. 
Employment also rebounded strongly, pushing the official unemployment rate down to just over 
5%, while the vacancy rate reached a record high, highlighting that it is labour that is scarce in 
Ireland rather than jobs. The corollary is that growth in the underlying domestic economy, notably 
in construction, will be constrained by supply factors rather than demand. Overall GDP in 2022 will 
likely be supported by a very strong carry-over effect from 2021, and so even with very modest 
growth through the year the average for 2022 could be around 8%.

Strong export-led growth in Ireland should no longer be a surprise but the rise in consumer price 
inflation certainly was, particularly following years of little or no price pressures. Irish CPI inflation 
rose to 5.3% in November, from -1.1% a year earlier, with 75% of the increase due to just two of 
the twelve divisions in the index- Housing / Utilities and Transport. Higher energy costs and base 
effects were therefore very important in driving the index, supporting the view that 2022 should see 
a gradual easing in the annual inflation rate through the year, assuming oil and gas prices stabilise, 
let alone fall. Higher inflation dampens real incomes of course and but the policy response often 
does more damage to economies and markets.

The current inflation spike is unusual if not unique and therefore poses a challenge for Central Banks. 
The traditional response is tighter monetary policy, designed to affect the cost and availability of 
credit and hence dampen spending and boost savings. However, credit growth is not strong in 
the EA (and softer still in Ireland) while savings are unusually high anyway. For now, the ECB has 
signalled it will not raise rates this year, albeit trimming back its net bond buying, but that would 
all change if inflation does not peak as they expect in the near term and if wage pressures build, 
although not evident now.

Member of the Santiago Investment Advisory Board

IRELAND
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In late November, a little-known cryptocurrency, 
called Omicron, rose by over 900% after the WHO 
named the variant of concern B.1.1.529 Omicron, 
after the 15th letter of the Greek alphabet. The price 
of the hitherto-obscure digital token soared from 
$65 to over $680 in the last days of November, 
before tumbling to end the year at $19.

At the end of 2021 the dividend yield on the US 
market (S&P 500) was 1.27%. There are only 
two years in history when the index ended 
the year with a lower yield: In 1999 when it 
was 1.17% and in 2000 when it was 1.22%. The 
average since 1870 is 4.29%

2021 was a strong year for equity investors 
and many will wonder whether this is a 
good or bad omen for this year’s prospects. 
Unfortunately, the performance in any one 
year has almost zero correlation with the 
performance in the following year as the 
scatter graph of the S&P500 since 1928 
illustrates. 

Source: @mjmauboussin on Twitter 

GOOD OMENS?

WHATS IN A NAME? MIND THE GAP

Weird & Wonderful
A collection of light - hearted and interesting

observations from the investment world
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In October of last year, Tesla attained 
a $1 trillion market cap giving it the 
same value as the next 10 largest 
quoted automakers!

AND JUST LIKE THAT 
- PELOTON PLUMMETS
In December, Sex And The City sequel And Just Like That 
premiered on HBO. In the first episode, the character 
known as Mr. Big, Carrie’s on-off love interest, suffered 
a heart attack and died after a workout on a Peleton 
bike. The following day shares of the company slumped 
almost 6% on double the average volume. Red-faced 
Peloton was reportedly unaware of the plot. This 
incident capped what was a year to forget for Peloton 
shareholders, an early pandemic darling, shares in the 
exercise equipment maker fell 76% in 2021.

PLANET TESLA
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Kalm Investments Limited trading as Santiago Investment Advisors is regulated by the 
Central Bank of Ireland. 

Preservation & Growth has been produced by Santiago Investment Advisors from sources 
believed to be reliable. While we have been careful to ensure that the information contained 
in the document is accurate and complete we accept no liability for any errors or omissions. 
The opinions expressed are those of the authors and of Santiago Investment Advisors and 

are subject to change. 

Nothing in Preservation & Growth should be considered to be an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any financial instrument, trading strategy, product or service. It does 
not take into account the investment objectives, knowledge and experience or financial 
situation of any particular person and it is not investment advice. Readers of Preservation 
& Growth should contact their usual contact at Santiago Investment Advisors should they 
wish to explore the investment themes further and/or to get advice based on their own 

individual circumstances before making an investment decision. 


